Host AGM_Selan says:
Previously on Star Trek: A Call To Duty : U.S.S. Titan ...

Host AGM_Selan says:
The Titan remains in the Alternate Universe in which the Dominion War did not end as it should have. They have now been sent to approach the Klingon Empire regarding an alliance against the Breen.

Host AGM_Selan says:
Now, the Titan crew have received a Klingon Ambassador, K'Gar, and have a chance to establish a fighting chance for this Federation.

Host AGM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Resume Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::In the Tranporter Room::

SO_Taliza says:
::at science station::

TO_Benson says:
::Standing in the TR with the Captain and the Klingons::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
::waiting for the ACO in the briefing room::

CEO_Smythe says:
::in ME keeping a sharp eye on all systems::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
Ambassador: Welcome Aboard Sir.

TO_Benson says:
::Standing at attention, eyeing the Klingons and note the absence of the forehead ridges::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::at the helm of the Titan, just kind of.... maintaining orbit...::

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
::Stands on the Transporter Pad ... he looks like a human, in exception for the beard. A Klingon much like those from the 23rd Century ... yet he wears typical 24th Century Klingon armor::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::standing near science 1, humming an old earth ditty under his breath, and wondering how the reception is going with the Klingons::

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Sir, may I ask what that tune is?

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::guessing the Klingons evloed alittle differntly from his reailty::

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO: Hmmmm? Oh nothing, just something I head once on earth in a revival club. ::mutters and goes back to tracking the probes telemetry readings:: SO:  What do you think of running a few very subtle scans on the Klingon ship, it would be interesting to see how it differs from the modern Birds of Prey we all know and love.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: I think that might construe a little mistrust on our part, sir.

TO_Benson says:
::Wonders if the Ambassador can speak.  Raises eyebrow::

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
ACO: I take it you are the Commanding Officer of this vessel.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: Yes sir. I am Commander John Teasley. Acting Captain of the USS-Titan.

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
::Nods:: ACO: Do you have a room where we can speak privately?

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO: And under the circumstances you would trust an alter-dimensional counterpart of a race of neutorious hostility?  A few passive sensor readings wouldnt hurt anybody, and so long as we dont use the active scanners they would never even notice the difference.

TO_Benson says:
::Raises eyebrow again::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: Yes sir. Right this way. my R&R should do.

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
::Nods, and follows::

CEO_Smythe says:
::notes everything is in order::

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: I get your point sir.  Activating passive sensors and sweeping the Klingon ships.

TO_Benson says:
::Turns and heads out of the TR, security officers fall in in front and behind the group::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::walks out:: K'gar: Is there any food your men would like to eat in the meantime?

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO: Just be subtle, track incoming radiation and emissions, but lets not let them know they are being scanned.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Scanners calibrated to presribed parameters.  Checking what they breathe.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
TO: Lt. Show K'gar men to the briefing lounge and give tem any food or drink they want we will be with them shortly

CSO_Engstrom says:
::grins to himself as the results begin to come in:: Computer: Computer, lock onto the passive sensor sweep, compare readings to equivalent Klingon vessel from our own reality, give me a comparison and contrast, as detailed as possible within the scan limits.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::nearing the bridge::

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
ACO: I am not hungry, nor are they. We would like to get down to business.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::continuing to maintain orbit::

TO_Benson says:
ACO: Aye, Sir.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::walks onto the bridge::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::comes to attention:: Aloud: Captain on the Bridge!

TO_Benson says:
::Enters the Bridge and motions the Klingon aides to follow her to the briefing room::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
CSO: As you were.

SO_Taliza says:
::comes to attention briefly, then goes back to work::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'gar: Right this way sir. ::walks into the RR.::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::nods and continues clucking over the sensor readings::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::stands at attention, then returns to........maintaining orbit::

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
<K'Gar's Men> ::Follow the TO::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::continuing to maintain orbit::

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
::Follows the ACO into the Ready Room, briefly looking around the bridge of the Nebula Class starship::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::walks into the RR and sits behide the desk.::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
K'gar: Welcome ambassador.
ACO: Everything is here waiting, I will return to the bridge now.

TO_Benson says:
::Enters Briefing Room with the Klingon aides and motions them to chairs at the table.  Waves for a yoeman to serve beverages::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::looks at the FCO, who is appearently engaged in the extremely repetative task of checking the position of their orbit every few seconds:: FCO: Orbital status Lieutenant?

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: So, what is so important that you wanted to speak to me alone.

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
<K'Gar's Men> ::Take the seats, but do not drink::

SO_Taliza says:
::checks the results coming in from passive sensors, also keeping tabs on probe from Old Qo'nos and at the station from which we came into this universe::

FCO_Jadahn says:
CSO: everything is perfectly fine ::maintaining orbit::

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
ACO: A one on one approach for negotiations. Shall we get down to it?

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
::leaves the briefing room and walks onto the bridge and takes the captain's chair::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: Sure.

CSO_Engstrom says:
FCO: Good, from the amount of checking it seems to require, I was concerned we might be having some difficulty, such as an unexpected atmospheric entry ::grins and resumes working, having missed badgering the FCO since he left medical::

TO_Benson says:
::Walks to the door and stands quietly, staring at the Klingons::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: StarFleet is wanting to Ally with you against the Breen

CEO_Smythe says:
::thinks that this is too good to be true and starts running diagnostics looking for problems::

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
<K'Gar's Men> ::Stare back at the no longer Ensign Benson::

FCO_Jadahn says:
CSO: Right, sir.... maintaining orbit can be tricky... but I can handle it....

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
::Nods:: ACO: It is about time you came to your senses. We too are interested in an ally that can finish them off once and for all.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: Alright then. I should tell you StarFleet is down to 12 ships not counting ourselfves. How many ships do you have?

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
ACO: Enough. We demolished a good portion, if not half, of the Breen's fire power at the Battle for Qo'Nos. ::Pauses slightly:: That was before we were forced to withdraw. Since then, we've been not successful in our skirmishes.

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
CSO/SO: Anything of importance showing up on sensors??

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: You Klingons are battle driven in whatever reailty we get into.

CSO_Engstrom says:
AXO: Nothing so far, we have several interesting readings from the Klingon ship, all passive mind you, and a few hundred cubic meters of expanding gas caused by the fleet's exaust fumes.  Otherwise nothing out of the ordinary.

CEO_Smythe says:
::diagnostics show no problems either::

TO_Benson says:
::Walks to a control panel on the wall, adjusting the ventilators to vent the stench from the Klingons::

SO_Taliza says:
AXO: Sir, the Klingon vessels are not that much different in characteristics than those we know of in your reality.

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
ACO: If we did not fight ... they would easily take our territory. If you wish an alliance ... we would like to request something of it ...

TO_Benson says:
::Turns and walks back to the door::

CSO_Engstrom says:
AXO:  Thats the short version, im sending the long version of our sensor report to your console now sir.  There is a somewhat interesting exaust pattern caused by the terraforming efforts on new Qo'nos, i would imagine its rather nice in their equitorial area at present.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::maintains orbit, making various loud beeps from his console.  He glances at the CSO::

SO_Taliza says:
AXO/CSO: Also, I'm still picking up no activity at Old Qo'nos.  They were bombarded by multiple weapon systems.  It's a wonder how they were able to withdraw.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: I will Tell StarFleet when I get back to our STarbase.  If you have any targets you wish StarFleet to take out please leave I list of them.

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
ACO: Are you willing to listen to our requests?

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: Yes.

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
::Nods, and pulls out a Klingon version of a PADD ... the CO will note that the bottom has slightly dried oil on it::

CEO_Smythe says:
::sees that everything is in order, leaves Eng to an Ensign and makes her way to the bridge::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
CSO/SO: Thank you for the info.  Seems like everything is pretty much, quiet for the moment.

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
ACTION: The PADD shows Breen space ... nearly one half is labeled with Klingon emblems.

CSO_Engstrom says:
AXO/SO: Of course the question of the day is where the breen fleet that devestated Qo'nos went too.  They could be on their way here at this very moment and we would never know any better.  Or they could be halfway to Vulcan for some rest and relaxation ::spreads hands::

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
ACO: That is the space that we would like to claim.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::takes the PADD, fells kinda oily::

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
ACO: After we have dealt with the Breen that is ...

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Vulcan for R&R?  Not my ideal for shoreleave.

TO_Benson says:
::Is relieved the ventilators are working in the Briefing Room::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::looks it over::

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO:  It was a figure of speach, although Vulcan can be nice.  Good dry atmosphere.  Very quiet, no good bar's though.

CEO_Smythe says:
::enters TL:: Computer:  Bridge

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
ACO: I don't think that is much to ask for, no?

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: That's my point.

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO: True true, but the breen are not exactly well known for enjoying a good lager.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::overhearing the CSO/SO's conversation... can't remember too clearly that last time he was on Vulcan::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: Of course not. I will honor it. Unless STarfleet sends me off to the Romulans and they want part of it. I am for sure can guarantee a third of there space.

CEO_Smythe says:
::arrives on the bridge and takes her station::

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
::Somewhat narrows his eyes at the mention of the Romulans:: ACO: I see. ::Nods::

CSO_Engstrom says:
::Looks over and see's the CEO:: CEO: Have you ever been to Vulcan?

CEO_Smythe says:
CSO:  No I haven't.  What about you?

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: I want to know something myself. What do you Klingons know about me and this ship. Ever since I came to this reailty I have had an odd felling about this place.

CSO_Engstrom says:
CEO: Not in a long time.  We were just theorizing on the probable destination of the Breen fleet that decimated Qo'nos, any educated or otherwise guesses?

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
::Quirks his eyebrow:: ACO: What are you talking about?

CEO_Smythe says:
CSO:  No, but Vulcan would be a logical target, pardon the pun

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: I am not from this reailty. I am from another. and Ever since I ran into you guys. My name seems to be well know with the Klingons.

CEO_Smythe says:
CSO:  They are an integral part of the Federation ... if they get a foothold that far into our space ...

CSO_Engstrom says:
::laughs:: CEO: Of course, so would Risa, or Sol, or New Qo'nos, or just about anywhere else in this reality.  

SO_Taliza says:
CSO/CEO: I believe the Vulcans can defend themselves well, if they want to.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::since there is no challenge in maintaining orbit, he stands and walks over to the AXO:: AXO: Sir, if it is alright, may I make a quick visit to sickbay?  I'm not feeling too well.

CSO_Engstrom says:
::shakes head:: CEO: Given the current condition of the Federation Fleet, 12 ships I believe our total is down too, the Breen would have very little to stop them should they decide to penetrate in force anywhere within the Federation. 

CEO_Smythe says:
::looks over to the SO:: SO:  Agreed, but this war has decimated our fleet.  We wouldn't have much to stop them with

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
FCO: That is no problem, just make it quick.

CSO_Engstrom says:
CEO: We have definately reached the point where this war can not be one defencively.  Which is why we are here.

FCO_Jadahn says:
AXO: Aye sir, thank you sir. ::grabs a replacement for him, and then enters the TL:: TL: Sickbay

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
ACO: Great Warriors are generally well known to all warriors ...

CEO_Smythe says:
CSO/SO:  Do you think the Klingons in this reality will help us?

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
ACO: ... the same goes for dead warriors.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: How so?

SO_Taliza says:
CSO/CEO: I'll bet they want a quid pro quo.

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
::Leans back in the chair, and folds his hands together:: ACO: We've noted significant destructions in the Federation fleet ... the Titan, your ship, was long ago destroyed.

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
ACO: Presumably with all hands.

CSO_Engstrom says:
CEO: To be perfectly honest, I cant imagine that it matters if they do help us or not.  This is not our reality, and just by our presence here we could be contravineing the Temporal Prime Directive.  As sad as it is to say it, perhaps we should leave this reality to its own devices and concentrate on returning to our own.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: She was in this reailty anyway

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
::Nods::

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: This isn't a situation where the "Temporal Prime Directive" will apply, as this is not time travel.

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO: It could be argued that the temporal prime directive applies any time space time is violated.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::the TL stops at sickbay and he exits the TL and enters sickbay.  immediately, a nurse walks over to him:: <Nurse> FCO: May I help you?

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
ACO: Then I believe an alliance has been forged?

CEO_Smythe says:
CSO:  But time has not been violated.  We are in the same time, just a different reality.  I agree with the CSO I'm not so sure the Temporal Prime Directive applies in this situation.

FCO_Jadahn says:
Nurse: Yes.  I'm feeling a little sick to my stomach, and I've got a pounding headache.  Can you give me something for it?

FCO_Jadahn says:
<Nurse> FCO: I most certainly can, just a moment. ::goes off and prepares a hypospray::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: Yes it was. I will get this information to StarFleet as soon as I can. Before you go. I don't suppose you have an extra cloaking devise handy for us.?

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::stands up::

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
::Stands and stares at the ACO for a moment:: ACO: No, we don't. I'm sure if you've cheated death ... you can go without one.

CSO_Engstrom says:
CEO: Still the conventional prime directive might apply, certainly there must be some prohibition in interphereing in the normal development of parallel dimensions.  We dont know enough about dimensional relationships to ensure that said involvment would not somehow impact our own reality.  Theoretical relationships between space-time are still at the very basic stages of research. 

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: Of course. ::begins to walk out:: TO: Have the Ambassadors party come back out.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Basically, this is just a result of an action made by Starfleet.  In other words, they zagged when they should have zigged.

TO_Benson says:
*ACO* Aye, Sir.  ::Motions for the Klingon aides to rise and follow her out of the BR::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::receives the hypospray from the nurse:: Nurse: Thank you very much. ::the nurse dismisses Apollo and Apollo heads back to the TL::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::walks out::

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO: But this isnt our Starfleet. 

CEO_Smythe says:
::thinks back:: CSO:  I seem to remember reading something about parallel universes and DS9.  Isn't this a similar situation?

TO_Benson says:
::Exits the BR with the Klingon Aides following::

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Esentially, it is.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::walks down the catwalk down to TR1::

CEO_Smythe says:
::looks at the Klingons as they exit and gasps::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::the TL arrives at the bridge and he exits and resumes his duties at his station::

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
::Follows::

CSO_Engstrom says:
CEO: Ive studied the records your talking about, what records are not classified.  And yes I agree, that is one of the examples im basing my argument on.  The prohibition does exist, and has been enforced at other times.  Besides, starfleets policy of non-involvement should be the default for most situations. 

TO_Benson says:
::Follows the group back to the transporter room::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
::sends an order out to several officers to clean up the briefing room::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::walks into the TR1::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::maintains orbit now with a special flare, since he is now feeling better::

CEO_Smythe says:
CSO/SO: ::whispers:: They looked different.  No brow ridges.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: Well, the commander of this reality's Starfleet enlisted our help, and we are a Starfleet ship.  Essentially, we are within the rules.

SO_Taliza says:
CEO: No what?

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: I hope you enjoyed our short stay Ambassador

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
::Walks into the TR-1::

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO: But this "Starfleet" is NOT the starfleet we swore an oath too.  It is a totally foreign power, as it is extradimensional.  

TO_Benson says:
::Walks into TR1 and steps up to the transporter control panel::

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
ACO: It was an interesting visit. I hope this changes the future of the Alpha and Beta Quadrants for the better.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::begins humming the theme song to an old 20th century show, Mighty Mouse::;

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
::Stands up on the Pad with his men::

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: I belive it is, sir.  Our Starfleet and this universe's Starfleet are the same.  Their decisions ended up differently.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
K'Gar: It will. I am sure of that. K'pla K'Gar

TO_Benson says:
::Watches as the Klingons take their places on the transporter pad::

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
ACO: K'pla. ::Waits for energization::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::feels an urge to throw his arm up and lip-sync at the part where it goes "Here I come to save the day!" but restrains himself::

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: I don't see any ships that say "ISS" on them.

Host ACO-Teasley says:
TO: Engrzeive.

TO_Benson says:
ACO: Aye, Sir.  ::Taps the controls and slides her fingers on the transporter control::

Host Ambassador_K`Gar says:
::Disappears in a transporter beam with his men::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::hears "ISS", and thinks, "In-School Suspension?"::

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO: I dont see any brow ridges on the klingons.  We're not in Kansas anymore Lieutenant.  Argueing because things are very similar they are the same is not scientifically or practically acurate.  An apple and an orange can be much alike, if certain factors are overlooked or ignored.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Klingon ships nearby send a quick transmission of thank you, and that they await further word from the Federation on attack plans against the Breen, and then cloak.

TO_Benson says:
::Watches as the Klingons dematerialize::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
*FCO*: Lay a course back to the starbase warp 5.

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: This is not an apples-oranges argument, sir!

CEO_Smythe says:
::shakes her head::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
*Crew*: Meeting in the breifing room

TO_Benson says:
::Waits for the CO to exit the transporter room::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::walks out of TR1::

FCO_Jadahn says:
*ACO*: Aye, sir ::sets course and awaits the order to engage::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
*FCO*: Engage

SO_Taliza says:
CSO: More like a red delicious-macintosh argument.

TO_Benson says:
::Follows the ACO out of the transporter room::

CEO_Smythe says:
::frowns and wonders what the SO means::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::engages at warp 5::

AXO_Scott_Madson says:
BridgeCrew: You heard the ACO.  Lets head to the Briefing room.
::gets up and walks to the briefing room::

Host ACO-Teasley says:
::walks towards te briefing room::

CSO_Engstrom says:
SO: Nevertheless, they are different breeds.  By your argument a race which appears humanoid, and shows a certain similarity physically to our own, but has a drastically different genetic code would not be protected by the prime directive, because we are akin.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::singing softly to himself:: Self: Here I come, to save the day....

TO_Benson says:
::Walks into the Briefing Room and stands by the door as the crew enters::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Titan jumps into warp for the Starbase, having successfully completed their mission.

Host AGM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Pause Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=



